Exterior Cleaning System
SpaceVac: The World’s Leading High-Level Cleaning System

The SpaceVac External highlevel cleaning system is a
revolution in high-level cleaning.
Offering 16m of reach, the system gives
operators the ability to clean blocked
gutters, downpipes and hoppers,
quickly and efficiently from the safety
of the ground floor.
Our lightweight interlocking cleaning
poles, are made from a durable yet
super lightweight carbon fibre and glass
composite material, to withstanding
heavy duty work in the toughtest of
environments.

A Decade of Innovation:
The SpaceVac External Cleaning system
is comprised of four distinct parts:
The first of these is a unique hose
adaptor which securely fastens the
vacuum hose to the base of the cleaning
poles.

around obstacles.
Attaching to our cleaning heads is a
set of heavy duty, industrial grade
tools to clear blocked guttering - made
of stainless steel to offer maximum
durability.
Finally, the SpaceVac external cleaning
system comes with an innovative
wireless camera and monitoring
system - to allow operators to view the
progress of cleaning in real time from
the safety of the ground floor and even
evidence progress for clients.
As if all of this innovation wasn’t
enough, all of SpaceVac’s cleaning
poles, heads, brushes and tools feature
our unique safety locking mechanism
for total operator safety. Designed to
ensure the system does not separate
during operation - this development
is just the latest innovation in the
development of SpaceVac.

Once the hose is connected, the core of
the SpaceVac system - our interlocking
50mm cleaning poles - are added to the
desired height. These lightweight poles
combine up to a total height of 10.4
metres with a standard kit, but can be
added to, combining to a total height of
16m from the safety of the ground floor.
We use 50mm poles for our external
cleaning system as the wider pole
allows for greater airflow and less
blockages when clearing heavy duty
debris from height.
The third part of the SpaceVac system
is our selection of durable lightweight
cleaning heads. These uniquely shaped
aluminium heads offer operator a unique
range of angles for cleaning over and
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Benefits of SpaceVac:
Flexible solution: Diverse range of
heads and tools for guttering, hoppers
and downpipes.
Durable Aluminium Heads: Built to last
with a range of of stainless steel tools
to stand up to the toughest challenges.
Clean faster than traditional methods
by cleaning from the ground floor minimise operational downtime - crucial
in high traffic areas such as pavements.
Small operational footprint; requires
much smaller space than cherry picker
or scaffolding to deploy.
Safer than cleaning from height - no
risk of the falls associated with cleaning
from ladders or scaffolding.
Innovative camera solution to evidence
cleans and monitor progress from the
safety of the ground floor in real time.

Whats Included:

Designed for total operator safety with
unique safety locking mechanism to
ensure no separation or slippage during
operation.

6 x 1.6m 50mm Carbon Fibre Poles
Padded pole bag

Lightweight but robust cleaning poles
are easy to use but can withstand the
toughest challenges.
Versatile - adapt our external system
for internal use with a 50mm to 38mm
pole adaptor kit.

But dont just take our word for
it!!
Book a free demo of SpaceVac today on
your premises (where available)
@SpaceVacDM
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Pole Kit:

Head Kit:
1 x 135 degree High grade aluminium
cleaning head
4 x Stainless steel cleaning tools

Hose Kit:
7.5m 50mm hose & hose bag
Hose to Vac Adaptor
Hose to pole Adapter

Camera Kit:
Wireless camera & clip
Wireless monitor and clip
Camera bag
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Case Studies

Some of our clients liclude...

Tesco, UK
As one of the biggest property
owners in the UK, Tesco has a huge
nationwide estate of buildings of
all shapes and sizes, in a range of
locations and environments.
One of the things that these stores all
share in common though, is the need to
keep their gutters and downpipes clear
of blockages and dirt.
With our lightweight interlocking
50mm poles, durable range of tools and
heads, we were the perfect solution
to a perenial problem for facilities
managers.
After trialling SpaceVac in a limited
number of stores, SpaceVac were
invited to Tesco’s annual safety day
to pitch the product to cleaning and
facilities teams and meet the team
across the wider UK operation.
Following successful feedback from
the event and the stores involved in
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the trial period, Tesco placed a large order
of SpaceVac’s external cleaning system
to deploy to their in-house facilities
management teams across the UK.
These systems were rolled out to the
Tesco propertu estate throughout 2017
across the entirety of the UK.
This rollout was fully supported by a
nationwide training program delivered by
SpaceVac’s in house team of dedicated
cleaning professionals.
The SpaceVac team worked with
Facilities colleagues on the ground to
deliver extensive training on the correct
deployment of SpaceVac, to ensure the
systems successful implementation as
part of the companies statutory facilities
management.
Through 2018, SpaceVac will now be
working with the team to deliver a
matching implementation of our market
leading Internal cleaning system.
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